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Dale R . Eggen

SUPPORT OUR DONOR AUCTION

Please participate and bid high in the Donor Auction in this issue of
TELL . Additional funds are needed to keep the quality and quantity of
TELL going for a full 11 issues . Dues have not gone up while costs
have greatly risen in the effort to improve TELL . Everyone has seen the
great results Henry has achieved . And, a great thanks is due from all
to Bill Lucas for pulling together this special Donor Auction.

Also, a very special thanks to the great number of dealers and members
who have donated so much material for this auction . NOW, LET'S ALL
BID HIGH, HIGH, HIGH. I don't think anyone wants us to have to retreat
on all the progress that has been made.

ADVERTISING MANAGER NEEDED

An individual to handle all aspects of the advertising appearing in
TELL is needed . This includes soliciting, billing, keeping records,
coordination with TELL's editor and advertisers to insure everything
is O .K., establishing policy, formalizing contracts for ads, document-
ing as many aspects of the Advertising Manager's duties as possible so
future individuals would not have to start from scratch, etc . Adver-
tising revenues are extremely important as a source of funds to keep
down membership dues . Advertising in TELL has been going down and
we badly need someone to take on these advertising duties . Play an ex-
tremely important role in your Society and volunteer for this position.

Other Items

LOST MAIL -- On April 30th, the mail delivery contained quite a stack
of my mail all dated late February . Quite a number of Society items
including letters from members . I have answered all this and all mail
received through mid—April . So if you have written and haven't heard,
I haven't received your letter.

MEMBERSHIP LIST -- 25% of our members responding stated they don't
want to be included in a distributed membership list . Many other
of our members have Post Office Boxes while others use their business
or employers address . It is clear a very large proportion of our
members want privacy of their home address . The Society's Board of
Directors has voted to continue the policy NOT to make our membership
list available. For those who feel the opposite, it would be possible
to make available a limited list for those members consenting to have
their mailing address contained in this special list . Any volunteers
to work on this?
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Cover: Parts from the devil's kitchen of a stamp forger can

look as innocent as cookie cutters : We are looking at some of

the tools that were used to "manufacture" various types of

perforations by the infamous Fournier . In line with the master

series on forgeries just started in the "American Philatelist"

-- which, by the way, will also contain an article by Felix

Ganz -- TELL will run a few pages based on Fournier's material

as it was preserved by the Union Philatélique de Genève and

their now rather precious albums Fac-similés . More on that on page 000.

Questions: A note to all of those people who have asked for xyz information

and have not seen a reply printed in TELL : Sorry, nobody responded . This is

kind of a sad situation, but I guess in this modern world of ours everybody

is busy with his/her own problems . - But we still need more questions to fill

some interesting "Erwin's mailbox" pages again . Please send your questions

directly to Erwin Auf der Maur, Aarbergergasse 19, CH-3011 Bern, Switzerland.

-- Several members expressed their desire to learn more about the functioning

of the "Sales Circuits" . Well, be patient, we will get this show on the road

eventually and when it will, TELL will be there to fill you in properly as

to the mechanics, so everyone can play this game.

Auction : Please support the Donation Auction starting on page 000 . Let's keep

this club rolling on with a decent looking TELL with some editorial meat on

the bone . Cost, actually have gone up only a tiny fraction for better looks;

cost have gone up because we are running a lot more pages than a year or two

ago. And all of it has been solid editorial matter, presented to your benefit,

I hope . So, let's keep up the steady diet with your generous bidding.

Awards : Two members of this society gathered some more honors during the past

few weeks : Rudy Schaelchli, a Silver, at Fopex in Albany NY, for his exhibit on

the House of Liechtenstein . Ralph Soderberg, a Grand + Gold + AHPS pre-1900,
at the West Suburban in Plymouth MICH, for his fabulous exhibit on the Stand-

ing Helvetia. That makes Ralph eligible to participate in the WSP show of

the APS, a feat, I believe, only achieved be two AHPS members in the past, i .e.

Harlan Stone and Felix Ganz . Congratulations ; . . . zweimal hoch:

Slide show : Howard tells me that the shows are popular this year . He is wor-
king on a new one and he needs one more fine piece : Is anyone of you so lucky

as to owning any of the bisect Strubels on a cover or a wrapper? Howard would

like to photograph it for the show . Let him know, his address is on the inside
front cover,

Mini-ads: Don't forget to use this great opportunity to trade, buy, sell, or

simply make contact with other members . One, Ludwig Pinzka, wishes to report
that the response to his May ad in TELL exceeded his expectation and encoura-
ges other members to avail themselves to this service.

If you have not noticed yet on the cover this will be the customary double

issue of the mid-year . I need a breather anyhow and catch up with reading . I re-

ceived the other day some 120+ journals and three ringbinders full with George

Caldwell material . That ought to give us some pages for TELL. -- Our illustri-

ous Associate Editor, Felix Ganz, is off to a long European trip . Among others,

he has plans to fly a Montgolfière in France (I hope for him that it will not
be a 200 year old one), and to visit the TEMBAL show in Basel . He promised to

file a full report on this major thematic exhibition . One of the main instiga-

tors of this show, Dr . Ernst Schlunegger, has just recently published a book
about Swiss thematic philately . I know of at least one member who has a copy

en order, right Rudy? I hope we will get to see a review of it in one of the
upcoming issues of TELL . That ought to make all you Heimat huffs happy!

	

HR

Talk
to
me!
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THE Specimen OVERPRINTS ON SWISS STAMPS

Today, when every gooney bird island with the help of some of the slickest
stamp and (philatelic) junk pushers manages to flood the market also with

"Specimen" overprints, it is refreshing to know that chasing down the limited

numbers of Swiss stamps with such overprints is a real challenge . Owning a

complete collection will probably constitute one of the finer jewels in mat-

ters of Swiss philately . Not many stamps bear that mark and some are outright

scarce for reasons we will see later . Catalog prices are on the very conser-

vative side and the few copies that come on the market thru auctions have

consistently fetched higher amounts . Out it is one of those dilemma catego-

ries: As soon as the prices are posted much higher forgers would have an-

other field day.

The first such overprints were effected on Postage Due stamps issued between

1879 and 1889 . Approximately 25,000 demonetized stamps were so overprinted

and sold to collectors and dealers with a couple of little twists : instead

of "SPECIMEN" one could have a date cancel and if one bought in quantities,

but only available from the Main Postal Administration, a (good Swiss)

discount of 5% ; applied (Aha, Erwin, another favor cancel!) . All individual

purchases went at face value . The overprint was executed in all caps type,

in black, mostly horizontally but diagonal overprints are numerous too.

But more recently a different category of stamps received the same overprint.

For a background of this necessity we need to sidetrack briefly : As you know,

official stamps can only be used by the institution or department for which

they were issued . For example, franchise stamps could only be used in con-

junction with imprinted stationery items of a charitable organization, or a

S .d.N . stamp could only pass on a mail piece originating in a Société des

Nations office. Strict administrative regulations have always prohibited

staff members of such offices from lotting anyone on the outside acquire any

of these service stamps in mint condition . In spite of such rules, a huge

underground traffic of officials and franchise stamps in mint did exist, of
course at black market pricing levels:

After observing this display of greed for several years the PTT forced an

immediate collapse upon this illicit market with the following bulletin:

"Mint copies of service stamps have entered the market illegally, pro-

ducing many complaints . In order to equalize the situation and to accede

to the desires of all stamp collectors, all official stamps will be of-

fered in unused condition starting February 1, 1944 ."

Now we can go back to "Specimen" : During an 8-year period prior to the above

bulletin an number of official service stamps received the overprint for the

very same reason as mentioned above, i .e. to prevent mint stamps from getting

into unauthorized hands on the outside . However, the recipient of these over-

prints was not xyz collector or dealer or administration, it was the UPU . The

convention called for -- at that time -- 400 stamps of every new issue inc-

luding administrative types, to be delivered to the UPU administration for

distribution among the member nations . That's how a number of S .d.N . and
B .I .T. stamps issued during 1935-1943 received such an overprint.

The printorder was 400 of each, the printing done in red ink, "Specimen" set

with cap S and l.c ., 14 mm long, and the cap 5 1 ½ mm high . The placement of
the overprint varies from stamp to stamp, so as not to deface the design to

severely (very considered) .
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Hereafter the list of the 78 stamps that got blessed with this overprint . Re-

member, 400 copies only and technically scattered all over the world : So when

you see some, grab them, as it may be a while before you get to see another

one . Hopefully it will turn out to be the genuine article.

S.d,N . : Zum 42, 43, 45, 46, 47y, 48y, 49y, 49z, 50z, 51y, 52z, 53y, 53z,
54y, 54z, 55y, 55z, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67,

68, 69, 70.

8 .1 .1 . : Zum 39y 39z, 40y, 41z, 42y, 42z, 43z, 44y, 45y, 46y, 46z, 47z, 48,
49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62.

Officials (with Swiss cross overprint) : Zum 28y-36y, 37z-45z.

ProAero1938 : Zum 26.

Sources: Zumstein : Die Briefmarken der Schweiz, 1924

Misteli,C .: Les timbres-poste suisse "Specimen", SBZ 9/49, p, 281ff.

JEREMIAS GOTTHELF, pen name for Albert Bitzius . By

profession a pastor, by vocation Switzerland's for-

most folk story writer . Born in Murten on Oct . 4,

1797, died in Lützelflüh on Oct .22, 1854 . Son of a

Bernese patrician family, grew up under the influ-
ence of the Revolutionary wars, studied theology in

Bern and Göttingen (Germany) . After his return took

over the parish of Lützelflüh (in the most charming
Emmenthal region E of Bern, well worth a sidetrip

on your next visit to Switzerland) . An original and
powerful natural force, Gotthelf stands completely

outside any literary trend or developments . After a

few liberal attempts he moved to a kind of biblical-
patriarchal conservatism, fueled by deep-rooted

mistrust of the cities and modern civilization, both in him and the well-es-

tablished free farmers surrounding him . 1837 (40 years old) saw the appearance
of his first title "Bauernspiegel . . ." It was an autobiography that came deep

from his heart . It was the first European country folk novel, mainly designed
to open his farmer friends' eyes and educate them further. It was powerful lit-

erature, way ahead of his time . In sub-

sequent stories he encompassed the full
drama of human beings, bisecting the

eternal fight between good and evil to
great depths . Some of his better known

novels are "Oli der Knecht", "Oli der
Pächter", "Anne Bäbi Jowäger", "Geld &
Geist", "Die Schwarze Spinne ." Some of

these were dramatized and aired in the 40's on Radio Beromünster in episodes.

For a country of farmers, as Switzerland is called sometimes, this was gripping

stuff, people were literally glued to the sets . His hooks make for great

readings, a little bit tough for foreigners, as he constantly goes in and out of

Berndütsch (local dialect) and High German . As a sideline, he relentlessly

fought illiteracy and helped open many public schools along the principles of
Pestalozzi's teachings . -- A double transfer on the above PJ stamp (Z 153/Pf .l)

is one of the better plateflaws to own among the
more recent vintage issues .

	

HR

HR
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STEHENDE HELVETIA
AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION PART I - INSTALLMENT 5

Donald Mason, a Mid-Westerner from Illinois by
birth and upbringing, attended the University of
Illinois in Urbana-Champaign, where he ultimately
majored in German Language and Literature . He con-
tinued his studies in German at the University of
Pennsylvania, where he also taught full-time for
four years after acquiring a M .A. and a year in
Germany . Don has since left the teaching field
and has been employed for a number of years by
the McGraw-Hill Book Company, where he is currently
an editor in the New York office.

Special note: Although figure ref . are listed, no pictures will be shown.

2 . CATALOG OF PROOFS AND ESSAYS

From the decision to issue new stamps until their release
to the public is a long road with many interesting interme-
diate stages . It is regrettable that among collectors a
greater interest is not shown in the development of a stamp.

As the name "proofs" (French épreuves) indicates, we are
dealing with trials : trials not only with respect to color,
printing and paper, but also with respect to the effect of
the picture in general. The original, which is usually
drawn significantly larger, can lose in artistic effect when
reduced, or it can take on a completely different appearance
depending on the composition of the color shades . It is ob-
vious, therefore, that the number of proofs can be large and
that the strangest experiments occur, which provide an in-
structive insight into the work of the artist as he strives
for shape and design of his idea, and how this idea then

impacts in its execution.
For this reason proofs may claim greater attention among

collectors, with their status as documents in the
development history of the Standing Helvetia stamps, which are col-

lected with such zeal and meticulousness.
The terms "proofs" and "essays" actually encompass all

trial stamps necessary for the production of a new stamp.
These may be produced by the artist or by a printing house
or plate factory, etc ., commissioned by the government . Or
they may be produced in different types and colors by pri-
vate firms or artists and presented to the appropriate
authorities for selection as the result of an announced
official competition.

In this work the term proof (PD) refers to those trial
printings which were produced in connection with the pro-
duction of an issued stamp . The term essay (ES) is used for
trials and sketches which, through elements of the picture,
contributed to the shaping of the stamp image ultimately
used, but which did not reach completion or which were sug-
gested as alternatives for the final stamp . In addition,
trials printed in methods other than the one employed for

Translator's
Bibliography
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the stamp issue have been designated essays . The proofs, de-
pending on the characteristics they display, fall into dif-
ferent categories and must be judged with respect to the
final character of the relevant stamps.

This is the first attempt at a methodical listing of the
proofs and essays . The relative rarity of the material
available complicated the cataloging, and additions will
scarcely be avoidable.

1.Design (completed)
A sketch or reproducible preliminaries of stamps produced
by the artist which were completed . To the designs belong
also prints or proofsheets of stamps which were then de-
veloped further by hand.

2. Individual Proofs
Individual art prints in stamp size of designs which were
completed in this form or a similar one.

2a Progress Proofs
Prints for checking the execution during the production
of the engraving, of the die, or the block (cliché).

3. Printing Proofs
Control prints from the printing elements (die, stone,
etching, or cliché), from the entire printing plate
(form) or parts of it.

3a Make-ready Proofs
Prints or pieces of the make-ready print-form impression.

4. Color Proofs
Prints of individual cliches or printing plates (forms)
for color selection.

5. Paper Proofs
Prints for checking paper suitability.

6. Perforation Proofs
Perforation trials for checking separability and durabi-
lity or adjusting of the perforation harrows and combs.

7. Cancellation Proofs
Print or plate proofs on the original or other paper for
checking the visibility or security of cancellations
(cancels or cancel colors).

8. Miscellaneous

We employ the decimal numbering system.

Proofs whose design does not correspond to the issued
stamp are listed under "essays ." They are assigned to the
stamp ultimately issued, but receive as an additional desig-
nation the letters "ES" in front of the catalog number.
Proofs, however, receive the designation "PD" in front of
the catalog number.

The first number is the number of the issued stamp accord-
ing to the ZUMSTEIN catalog . The second number is that of the
category (listed above), while the third number is the con-
secutive number of the proof . The various colors are desig-
nated with small letters a-z.

Example : PD 69 .4 .01b= 40 c . color proof No . 1 in blue . The
abbreviation (PA) behind the color designation means that
this proof is available up to now only in the Archive of the
PTT.
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2 .1 PROOFS

2 .1 .1 Designs

1880 (?)

PD 67 .1 .01

1880 (?)

PD 66 .1 .01

PD 67 .1 .02

1881

PD 70 .1 .03a
PD 70 .1 .03b
PD 70 .1 .03

Design of a Standing Helvetia without value
shields above . Original sketch in natural size:
pencil with watercolor on buff cardboard.

25 c . black/red (Fig . 1)

Sketchlike copper engraving on thick, yellowish
paper.

-- c . brown-red (Fig . 2)

25 c . brown-red (Fig . 3)

Individual proof No . 67 .2 .02c, e, or f with
numerals of value drawn in by hand.

50c . lilac (PA)
50 c . brown (with drawn perforation)
1fr . carmine (PA)

2 .1 .2 Individual Proofs

1881

	

Same design without value shields in the upper
corners, delicate copper engraving on white
cardboard, recess printing of the firm Müll-

PD 67.2.01a

haupt and Son, Bern.

25 c . orange

	

(Fig . 4)

Imperforate.

PD 67 .2 .01b 25 c . ochre
PD 67 .2 .01c 25 c . green
PD 67 .2 .01d 25 c . pink
PD 67 .2 .01e 25 c . brown-violet
PD 67 .2 .01f 25 c . black
PD 67.2.01g 25 c . blue

1881

PD 67 .2 .02a
PD 67 .2 .02b
PD 67 .2 .02c
PD 67 .2 .02d
PD 67 .2 .02e
PD 67 .2 .02f
PD 67 .2 .02g
PD 67 .2 .02h
PD 67 .2 .02i

Modified design : with value shields left and
right above and detached borderline around the
stamp image, individual prints on thick, white
paper, copper-plate recess printing of the
firm Müllhaupt and Son, Bern . Imperforate.

25c . green (Fig. 5)
25c . bright pink, pink
25c . carmine
25 c . violet (various shades)
25c . brown (various shades)
25c . lilac
25c . blue (PA)
25c . yellow (PA)
25 c . black

1881

	

Modified design : value shields in scroll de-
sign, non-symmetrical cross in the shield, indi-
vidual prints on white paper or cardboard, cop-

PD 69 .2 .03a

per-plate

40c. brown

engraving by

(Fig . 6)

Müllhaupt and Son.

PD 69 .2 .03b 40 c. dark violet
PD 69 .2 .03c 40c . blue (cardboard)

1891

	

Individual print from the original engraving
with large, angular incomplete numeral of
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value on white cardboard, copper-plate engrav-
ing of the firm Max Girardet, Bern.

PD 68 .2 .04a

	

30 c . black (Fig . 7)

1881/1891

	

Individual prints from the original engraving
on white cardboard, copper-plate engraving of
the firms Müllhaupt and Son, Bern, and Max
Girardet, Bern.

PD 67 .2 .04a

	

25c . green (PA)
PD 70 .2 .04a

	

50c . black (PA)
PD 72 .2 .04a

	

3fr . black (PA)

1904

	

Individual prints from the original engraving,
modified design : numeral of value 40c ., small,
not projecting into the oval, for new steel
plates (type II), individual prints on card-
board, recess printing by Max Girardet, Bern.

PD 76 .2 .04a

	

40c . black
PD 76 .2 .04b

	

40c . olive-brown
PD 76 .2 .04c

	

40c . dark blue
PD 76 .2 .04d

	

40c . red-brown
PD 76 .2 .04e

	

40c . dark green
PD 76 .2 .04f

	

40c . dark violet
PD 76 .2 .04g

	

40c . red

1905 Individual print from the original engraving,
modified design :

	

numeral of value 25c . changed
(projecting into the oval),

	

type II, for new
steel plates, individual prints
recess printing by Max Girardet,

on cardboard,
Bern.

PD 93 .2 .04a 25c . black

	

(Fig. 8)
PD 93 .2 .04b 25c . dark green
PD 93 .2 .04c 25c . red-brown
PD 93 .2 .04d 25c. yellow-brown
PD 93 .2 .04e 25c. blue

2 .1 .3 . Printing Proofs

1881/1891

	

Black prints of the printing plates on card-
board, printing by Müllhaupt and Son,
imperforate . 1fr. (OP II) and 3fr . : recess printing
by Max Girardet, Bern.

PD 66 .3 .01a 20c . black (OP I)
PD 67 .3 .01a 25c . black (OP I)

	

(Fig . 9)
PD 69 .3 .01a 40 c . black (OPI)
PD 70 .3 .01a 50c . black (OP I)
PD 71 .3 .01a 1fr . black (OP I)
PD 71 .3 .01b 1 fr . black (OP I)

	

(1901)
PD 72 .3 .01a 3fr . black (DP la + Ib) (1891)

(OP = original plate ; DP = printing plate)

1904

	

Second plate, recess printing by Max Girardet,
Bern, on cardboard.

PD 76 .3 .01a

	

40c . black, type II

1901 Black prints of the printing plates on white
paper, medium to thick, without control mark
or watermark, imperforate . Recess printing by
Max Girardet, Bern.
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PD 66 .3 .02a 20 c . black (OP II ; 7 .VI .01) 1
PD 67 .3 .02a 25 c . black (OP II ; 8 .I .01) 2
PD 68 .3 .02a 30 c . black (OP II ; 8 .I .01)
PD 69 .3 .02a 40 c . black (OP I ; 8 .I .01)
PD 70 .3 .02a 50 c . black (OP II ; 8 .I .01)

	

(PA)
PD 71 .3 .02a 1fr . black (OP II)
PD 72 .3 .02a 3fr . black (OP II)

1904

	

Prints from a rejected printing plate with a
small numeral of value 25 in a different de-
sign (5 with a strongly curved horizontal
bar), on cardboard, imperforate, recess print-
ing by Max Girardet, Bern.

PD 93 .3 .01a

	

25c . black (Fig. 10)

1904

	

Modified design, small numeral of value 25 in
a different design (5 with a pennant-like hori-
zontal bar), rejected steel plate (plate of
100 subjects?) on cardboard, imperforate,
printing by Max Girardet.

PD 93 .3 .02a

	

25c . black (Fig . 11)

2 .1 .4 Color Proofs

1881 Prints from the printing plate in various
colors on white paper, with control mark ,3
imperforate . Recess printing by Müllhaupt and
Son, Bern.

PD 66 .4.01a 20c . orange
PD 67 .4 .01a 25c . green

	

(type I)
PD 69 .4 .01a 40c . gray

	

(type I)
PD 69 .4 .01b 40 c . blue

	

( SA)
PD 70 .4 .01a 50c . orange
PD 70 .4 .01b 50c . dark lilac
PD 70 .4 .01c 50c . gray-violet
PD 70 .4 .01d 50c . gray-blue
PD 71 .4 .01a 1fr . lilac

	

(Fig. 12)
PD 71 .4 .01b 1 fr . pink

1881 Prints from the printing plates on the back of
a one or two-color map of Switzerland (black/
blue) . 5 Recess printing by the firm Müllhaupt
and Son, Bern.

PD 66 .4 .02a

	

20c . orange
PD 67 .4 .02a

	

25c . green on one-color map (PA)
PD 69 .4 .02a

	

40c . gray (PA)
PD 71.4 .02a

	

1 fr . pink (Figs . 13, 14)

Notes : 1 . Exists with P53/II ("pearl on the 2 " ).
2. Exists with P50/II ("HELVETTA").
3. Control mark is occasionally very

weakly impressed and difficult or
impossible to see.

4. Exists with a clear double impression.
5. Depending on the position of the

proof on the two-color map,
examples exist whose backs are
printed one-color black or two-
color blue/black .
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1881/1904

PD 66 .4 .03a
PD 66 .4 .03b
PD 67 .4 .03a
PD 68 .4 .03a
PD 70 .4 .03a
PD 70 .4 .03b
PD 70 .4 .03c
PD 71 .4 .03a
PD 71 .4 .03b
PD 71.4 .03c
PD 72 .4 .03a
PD 75 .4 .03a
PD 76.4 .03a
PD 76 .4 .03b

1904

PD 93 .4 .01a

1904

PD 93 .4 .02a

Prints from the printing plate in various
colors on white, thin to thick paper without a
control mark, imperforate.

20 c . blue
20 c . orange
25c . blue,

	

type I

	

(PA)
30 c . blue

	

(PA)
50 c . blue
50 c . dark lilac-gray
50c . lilac (bright to dark)
1 fr . lilac

	

(Fig . 12)
1 fr . blue-green
1 fr . dark blue
3fr . blue

	

(22 .XI .1901)
1 fr . carmine

40c. gray, type II (1904)
40c. blue (PA) (1904)

Prints from a rejected printing plate with the
small numeral of value 25 (5 with a curved
horizontal bar), paper without watermark,
imperforate, recess printing by Max Girardet.

25 c . blue (Fig . 10)

(on glossy, white paper : reprint?)

Prints from a rejected printing plate with the
small numeral of value 25 (5 with a pennant-
like horizontal bar), paper without watermark,
imperforate, recess printing by Max Girardet,
Bern.

25 c . blue (Fig . 11)

2 .1 .5 Paper Proofs

Prints from the printing plate on horizontally
laid paper, in part with a watermark of large
letters (factory watermark), imperforate . Re-
cess printing by Müllhaupt and Son, Bern.

50c . gray-black (Fig . 15)

2 .1 .6 Perforation Proofs

Color proof PD 71 .4 .01b on paper with control
mark, perforated 11 3/4.

1fr . pale pink (PA)

2 .1 .8 Miscellaneous

Paper proof of the 50c . value (70 .5 .01a) with
holes punched out in the shape of a cross in
an oval.

50 c . gray-black (Fig . 16)

The purpose of this so-called cancellation
proof is unknown . Perhaps this perfin was
intended to make "specimen pieces" unusable?
Or it might have been a suggestion for a
new watermark?

To be continued.

1881

PD 70 .5 .01a

1881

PD 71 .6 .01a

1881 (?)

PD 70 .8 .01a
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Felix Ganz

READ
ELSE

WHERE

The following is a listing of articles and notes concerning
Swiss philatelic matters from the eleven 1982 issues of the
Schweizer Briefmarken-Zeitung (SBZ) . While there are monthly
features such as a U .N . column, market indicators, exhibiti-
ons at the Swiss Postal Museum in Bern, information on exhi-
bitions and shows in Switzerland (and elsewhere), thematic
philately, new issues, new cancellations, etc ., the entries
below represent the most worthy and interesting, article-
type contributions.

The SBZ also has regular columns on happenings in Germany,
France, Italy, and elsewhere . The paper -- or

individual issues of it -- can be ordered from: Administration SBZ,Buri
Druck AG, Eigerstrasse 71, 3001 Bern, Switzerland . A single
issue costs SFr . 3 .50, plus postage.

Aerophilately ; almost every SBZ issue contains such a column,
supervised by Roland F . Kohl . Of special "Swiss" interest in
1982 were his "Uberraschungen " (Surprises ; F and G) in V-82,
p .169, in which he describes the surfacing of heretofore
unknown multiples, mint, on and off cover, of the 1927 blue &
black Pestalozzi airmail vignette of 1927 . Also "Rätsel um
eine Zeppelinkarte " (G and F ; Questions on a Zeppelin Card)
in VI/VII-82, p .203, and IX-82, p .311-12 ; "Lausanne Aircard,
1913" (G and F), VIII-82, p .229-30 ; and an article by Luigi
Musy,"Freiburg und der Graf Zeppelin, " (G and F),IX-83,p.273-74.

Cantonal Stamps: Bernard Morand, "Etude sur les timbres de
la poste cantonale" (F) . II-82, p .39-40, III-82, p .81-82,and
IV-82 discuss the classic stamp known as the "Neuchâtel :" and
VI/VII82, p . 191-92, IX-82, p .263-64, and XI-82, p .337-38
deal with the "Basel Dove ."

Campione d'Italia, by Gino Negrini, XII-82, p .379-81 (Ital .)

Coil Stamps : B . Ammann,"Die philatelistischen Produkte der
Automaten, No.3" (G and F) . IV-82, p.131-32.

Cross and Numeral Issues Werner Boos,"Kreuz und Wertziffer"
(G) . VI/VII-82, p.197-98; VIII-82, p . .227-28 ; IX-82, p.261-
62 ; X-82, p .307-08 ; XI-82, p .339-40 ; XII-82, p .389-90.

Emergency Cancellations : (Supplements to the PEN catalogue),
II-82, p .57-58; X-82, p .323-24.

Essays : J .Gnägi,"Das Rütli-Essai, der Leidensweg eines Mar-
kenbildes" (G) (The Ruetli Essay, the Sad Story of a Stamp
Design) . IV-82, p.115.

Falsifications : E.Rellstab, Airmail Letters with false Z .No.
24a (G), IX-82, p.278 ;

	

Gerard Barraud,"Genfersee, das
Unvermeidliche geschah (F and G) (Fake Posting Station Marks
on Lake Geneva Ship Mail), IX-82, p .283 ; P. Guinand, "Trop
beau pour Atre vrai" (F) (Fake obliterations on cheap Seated
Helvetia stamps) . XII-82, p.392.

Issue Dates for Old Swiss Stamps: by M .Jaquet,XII-82,p .378.

League of Nations : Hans Paikert,"60 Jahre Völkerbund-Marken"
(G),(60 Years of League of Nations Stamps),XII-82,p .401-02 .
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Modern Issues : (30 cts . regular, 1982) Hugo Schumacher,"Alt-
stätter Röllelibutzen auf Briefmarken" (G), XI-82, p .364.

Philatelic_ Societies : Urs Imhoff, "1882-1982, Schweizer-
ischer Philatelisten-Verein Basel" (G), V-82, p .161-63 ; and
A .G .,"100 Jahre Schweiz .Philatelisten-Verein Basel",VIII-82,
p .248.

Plate Flaws; Varieties: Georg Lohrer,"Kennen Sie diese Plat-
tenfehler" (Do you know these?) (G), II-82, p .64, dealing
with newly discovered varieties on Z #201z, PJ25, PJ47.

Publicity Postmarks : Jann Etter,"Die K-Stempel und ihre Fi-
nessen" (G) (Details on K-Postmark Variations) ;III-82, p.
85-86 ; IX-82, p .265-67 ; X-82, p .314.

Postage Dues : F . Buchmüller, "Die Druckformen der Nachpor-
tomarken, 1878-1910" (G) (The Printing Plate Arrangements of
the 1878- 1910 Postage Dues" ; VI-VII-82,p .193-95 ; XI-82,
p .193-95 .

St. Gotthard:"Centenaire de la ligne du St-Gotthard," by G.
Barraud (F and G), II-82, p .61-62 ; W .Sturzenegger,"100 Jah-
re Gotthardbahn" (G), IV-82, p .125-26;

Standing, Helvetia : P .Guinand,"Du nouveau dans les Helvetia
debout" (F and G) (New Stuff about Standing Helvetias),I-82,
p .11-12 ; the same,"Une belle émotion" (G and F),II-82, p .45-
46 (deals with stamps of this issue printed on slight paper
folds resulting in unexpected number of perf .teeth, etc .);
Werner Bensing, " Plattenrekonstruktionen des 3 Fr .Wertes,"
(G), IV-82, p .117 ; VI-VII-82, p.201-02 ; XI-82, p .353-55.

Tellboy Issue : P .Albiez,"Die Geburt des Tellenbübleins" (G)
(The Birth of the Tellboy Stamp), X-82, p .301-03 . Depicts
essays, artist ' s sketches, etc.

A	 little bit of black Humor du jour

"Visit our cultures . . . " of A.I.D.S and

HERPES . . you will like it:

Pharmaceutical plot? Actually, it ' s from the

meter of e nursery.	 HR
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july 23
Dear Members,

Many thanks to the many members who have contributed
to this	 Donation Auction . The response has been great.
In fact the material is still coming in and Auction #53
will be a combination of regular and donation lots.

Catalog values are from Zumstein or estimated retail
value . For this auction 1 Sfr = .49e U .S . The clos-
ing date for the Donation Auction will be July 23rd.

Xerox copies of any lot are available for a S .A .S .E .
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FOURNIER

THE SPOILER

Some of you might have had a chance
to look through "The Fournier Al-
bum of Philatelic Forgeries", which
is a photographic reproduction of
one of the 480 albums put together
in a truly herculean effort back
in 1928 by 225 dedicated members of
the Union Philatélique de Genève.
A look at the Swiss material in
this album will leave you with a
lasting impression and you will re-
member forever why you should buy
classic Swiss stamps (single or on
cover) with a certificate only.

On the following pages I will go
briefly through this "master for-
ger's" bibliography, show you some
of the pages from the album as they
relate to Swiss stamps and cancels
and translate excerpts from the
preface to the album as well as the
data sheet issued by the UPG to

the subscribers (buyers) of those albums . It is hoped that
nothing in here will spoil your appetite for Swiss collec-
ting, no country was spared . To prove the point : All the
Swiss material is covered in fewer than 10 pages and there
are 170 other pages in that album.

History : François Fournier, a French war veteran from the
Franco-Prussian War settled in Geneva towards the end of
the last century and became associated with another French-
man, L . Mercier, who was running a
philatelic forgery business since
1891 . Fournier soon took over and op-
erated out of a shop at 11, rue du
Rhone what he deemed to be a very
legitimate enterprise, respected by a
large number of collector customers
and dealers . He thought of himself as
a creator of art objects and not as a
postal forger . He worked diligently
in improving his "creations" con-
stantly . He was truly prolific and
sold his stuff either direct or
through middlemen dealers, surpris-
ingly very cheap (as compared, for
example, to the Speratis, who asked
as much as 60% of face value.

One should not overlook the philatelic background and
environment within such guys were operating in the late
1890's and early 1900's . Stamp collecting, although very
popular, was practiced at a level of sophistication that
looks to us today more like cave men dilettantism . Most
collections were full of dogs, mint copies were licked and
glued solidly to album pages, selvage material and kraft
paper tape used for hinges . Communications still tough,
dealers in stamps few and far between, and above all no

Steel engraved die
of the Zürich 4
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laws on the books to prohibit such machinations as
duplicating a (demonetized) postage stamp . At the
same time, philatelic authority poorly organized
and unresolved to exert pressure, necessary to put these
bad guys out of business (most likely so motivated by
self-interest .) Demand must have been good, as revolt-
ing as it appears to us today collectors were very
happy with sources like Fournier to fill their album
pages . Apparently they were fully aware that they were
accumulating facsimiles, but apparently they did not
give a hoot what happened to these "stamps" once they
passed hands . And therein lays the whole big fraud

of forged stamps, it's devil's seed that can be perpe-
tuated over generations as they manage to pass from
knowing to innocent hands . Fortunately, most of the
fake Swiss material executed by Fournier has reached
price levels today that will make expertizing mandato-
ry for about everyone except the hardiest fools.
Fournier died in 1814, and his work was continued by

a certain M .C . Hirschburger . However, the driving force
was gone, and business was going downhill (oh, good .)

When Hirschburger died, the Union Philatélique of Ge-
neva grabbed the opportunity and bought lock, stock,
and barrel of this "art publishing house".
What they did with the material is explained in the

following translation of a fact sheet by the president
of the UPG, given to potential buyers of the album
prepared by his stamp club:

"L'UNION PHILATÉLIQUE DE GENÈVE,
for the subscribers to the Fac-simile album.

Gentlemen:

It's only proper that the UPG and I who have assumed
full responsibility from the beginning provide herewith
some technical and statistical data about the ideas
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that governed and the procedures followed in the fashioning
of this present work.

Which philatelist has not heard since his tender youth
about (the) Geneva and the "Fakes of Geneva" . . . . When Mr.
Hirschburger died , we at UPG felt that we had the obligation
to purchase and proceed with the destruction of the entire
huge stock of facsimiles, cliches, material, and equipment of
this business which, through good representation by resellers
throughout the world, constituted a constant threat to phila-
tely.

Two solutions could be envisioned :
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1. The total destruction without exception;
2. The possibility to put -- after a defeasance of each
stamp -- such background material in the hands of our recog-
nized experts, our philatelic societies, our stamp dealers,
and some of our most distinguished collectors, which would,
if the first solution be chosen, be lost forever and could,
as a result, render the future task of identifying the

uncountable fakes presently still in the collections quite
impossible.

Thus, the second option has been adopted, which permits
us to present you today with a volume made up of all the
fake stamps found in stock, including all cancels and

overprints.	HR

190 To be continued .
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The special Fr . - .40 stamp issued on

5/26/83 shows the impression of an oval

seal which members of the Basel-Land
Diet used to close their letters (be-

tween 1832 and 1848 .) The cachet on the

FDC is shown below . Question : When was

the machine invented to manufacture

envelopes with diagonal flaps? Do you

think there was one in Switzerland

around 1832?

	

HR

CHANGE OF PACE : A LOOK BACKWARDS

August 1949 probably marked the highest

point Swiss philately reached in the

USA : The Philatelic Museum in Philadel-

phia held an all Swiss (a .Liechtenstein)

exhibition for one solid month . 159

frames et 16 pages each were filled by

members of the "Helvetia" society (one

of the predecessors of AHPS) . According .

to Mr. Apfelbaum, the "Helvetians" used

to be very strong and active around this
city of "brotherly love", meeting weekly.

Let's see if some of you remember some

of the names of the people who furnished
the pièces de résistance of this show:

V . Domenski

	

General collection
E . Loelinger

A .M . Kohler

	

Pro Juventute

A . Letup
A . Lenhard

	

1-UPU 1900
T.F . Harrison

B . David

	

1- Postage Due
G .'W .Caldwell
L .B . von Gross

	

Soldier stamps

E .H . Lewandowski Prisoner of war mail

J.T . Dalcher

	

Aerophilately
M . Kronstein

They also produced a show catalog, 64 p.

with articles by Caldwell, Brupbacher, v.
Gross, and Erdenbenz . Does anyone have a

copy of this catalog, so I could take a
look at it? At the same time "Stamps"

issued a special edition dedicated to

Swiss philately, with articles by E ..

Fisher, A . Schellenberg, and S . Buser.

Same question : has anyone kept that spe-

cial edition, for me to take a look?
HR

If you told ma that you never felt like
kicking your butt for not having grabbed

this or that stamp when the price was

really "right" I would not believe you.
The following ad appeared in the SBZ

of February 1955 . You don't need to
know German to decipher what's offered

here. The first item catalogs 28 years

later at just below Fr . 25,000 . ..

Let's see how that works out with my

earnings power: Early 55, I just

finished my apprenticeship, was on top

of the world receiving my first real

money. With a few hours of overtime I
could have gotten this lot for a half

month's work . But then, there were

more important things to spend money
on than stamps, like girls, books, and

the army (at a buck a day) was waiting

for my body . Today, if I would make

Fr. 25,000 .- every half month, I cer-

tainly would have a researcher and a

typist on staff and print you the TELL

free on coated paper . . .

	

HR
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Recently, Rudy Schaelchli stumbled across the above postcard from 1907 (

overpriced, naturally, but too good to pass up!) Some very interesting observations
can be extracted from it : First, it's an entry form for a new—stamp—design pop-
ularity contest, held by the Zürich newspaper Tages Anzeiger . Second, in very
democratic fashion, it provided those who did not like either of the submitted
entries to design their own, right on the card (?) . Third, the cash prizes are
significant. To put them in perspective : 100 Fr. would have gotten you then a
nice used Basel Dove, and factory wages were about 8 centimes per hour . To make
that same offer today the first prize would have to be around 15,000 Fr . Fourth,
only one of these many designs was actually picked by the PTT and it did not last
long. Fifth, to mail that card some people had to work 15 minutes, today they
would make it in 2 minutes . Who's always complaining about high postal rates? HR
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Continued from page 156 of the May issue.

The word 'Gefälligkeitsabstempelung ' is often misinterpreted here around for

the illegal cancellation of demonetized stamps with authentic hammers that

have either been backdated or struck so that the year is not

recognizable . In other words, a valid stamp with a valid cancel,

but in effect a forgery.

5. The ' problem', which in principle is no problem at all, only

exists on the American market. Whose fault it is seems not

important and how it started will be explained later on . The fact

remains that Scott, year after year, spreads in black and white

such nonsense : 'When applied individually to envelopes by phi-

latelically minded persons, CTO material is known as 'favor

canceled' and generally sells at large discounts .' -- Favor can-

celed stamps exist and it's probably those Scott has in mind.

The term is even part of the international terminology with its own symbol ® ,

but it is quite outdated by now, as no postal administration is dumb enough

to obliterate their stamps with a specially made cancel for that purpose . The

US has always been a big consumer of stamp packets . To satisfy this huge de-

mand for 'rawmaterial' already guys like Seebeck furnished cheap canceled

stamps . Add to that the low face values of French and Portuguese colonies,

San Marino, Monaco, and above all, Eastern countries (excl . of Russia) and

combine it with the clever schemes of a multitude of agents, like Lehman,

Malamud, Stolow to name just a few, who will sell you new issues regardless of

statehood, but mostly from sand dunes and bird rock islands, and we have all

landed squarely in the cow chip . All these stamps are according to Scott:

'Worth less than postally used stamps' . Here again, a misinformation sans-

pareil: In our opinion such stuff is totally worthless, whether with 'favor

cancel' or postally used.

6 . A postage stamp, with or without gum, carrying -- a nice cds

-- a special event cancel
-- a FO cancel

is considered around this globe as a Super-Deluxe piece . Not so in the US,

where they trade canceled stamps with gum on the back as CTO's at substantial

discounts, much to the great loss of the American collector . I have had Amer-

ican customers of mine offering me canceled PRO AERO, SdN, BIT, PRO JUVENTUTE,
and PRO PATRIA at 1O% of catalog because the stamps carried gum on the back

and the respective collectors were 'trained' to collect postally used material

only. I want to see all AHPS members properly informed and make sure that

they don't commit to such stupidity (and loss) and propagate this further.

To give you an idea what a collector in Switzerland is willing to pay for a

canceled set take a look at the following example : 195O Pro Juventute set.

Fully postally With nice cds, Bull's eye cds, With FD cancel, Bull's eye
used with a

	

postally used postally used

	

supplied by PTT FD cancel,
machine or flag or even CTO

	

or by CTO and for subscribers, with gum
cancel

	

with gum

	

with gum

Value : zero,

	

Value : Fr.50.- Value : Fr . 8O .- Value : Fr . 6O.- Value:

Fr.230.-not salable*

* Collectors and dealers here know that such stamps can be sold to Americans

at huge profits ."

So, folks, now you know it . As Erwin instructed me:"Strike that term CTO from your

philatelic brain ." But if you insist, you can always offer these stamps to me at 1O%
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and I will see to it that they get sold at their

proper value . All kidding aside, I checked with a few
Californian dealers and they think that for one the

problem is not quite as serious, inasmuch as the ma-

jority of the (money-spending) collectors acts a
trifle less ignorant than Erwin describes and that

nobody seems to read that "stuff " upfront in Scott
anyhow. However, Erwin ' s points are well taken, too

`bad he had to take me for his lightning rod : -- Let's

start all over again : You think the postmaster in
Fiddletown makes nice CTOs . . . you are so wrong,

Erwin, I am such a good customer there and I have

them (most of the time) so well trained, that they
do it for me as a favor . . . therefore, aren't those

favor cancels you kept for your museum . . .?

One more item, then we will conclude this chatter on these "exciting" monetary
aspects of our hobby . A Swiss dealer mentioned once to me that we Americans

can't buy anything unless it has a discount tag attached . I am not in a position
here to refute that statement to the fullest without stepping on toes . Suffice
to say, each place on this earth has its own distinct trading habits, the Swiss

banker doing his thing quite different than the Bedouin in the Sahara or the
discounter in America, but it i, definitely not the Swiss who invented free trade.

Just keep on buying as low as you can by shopping around . If you are serious about

Swiss collecting, sooner or later you will end up with your purchases in Switzer-
land and enjoy the distinct privilege of paying full catalog value most of the

time, unless you go to a bourse. While catalogs here are definitely understood

and taken as guidelines, the well trained and disciplined Swiss take them too

often as "Gesetzbuch" . That's why buyer's markets seldom exist (only if you

happen to have to sell something .) With that, I might still get bombed . . . : HR

JAN
DONKER
WANTS

YOU
AGAIN

The summer is upon us . We all make vacation plans and get these over
with before the Boston Show in October . My vacation is from July 3
till August 7 . My family and I go "home" to the Netherlands and will
I be visiting the country of interest to us all : Switzerland . In this
period, anything relating to the Boston Show will be handled by Mr.
Charles LeBlonde, P .O. Box 264 in Chelmsford, MA 01824 . Thanks to all
those who I have corresponded with in regard to the show. The interest
is overwhelming and you will meet a lot of colleague collectors there.
As of this date still no hotel reservation forms, but they will be sent
as soon as received by me . So far Boston will have eight Swiss/
Liechtenstein exhibitors and I expect more . Forms can be requested
from me . Would like some more Liechtenstein and youth exhibitors! .!
See you in Boston.
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POSTMARKS

'From May 13 - 15 the city of Bern hosted the Swiss Two-Day
March sports event . Not only
was there a special mobile
most office marking in use
for mail posted during the
event, but the entire mobile
office, No .6, was utilized
for the first time ever, and thus a new Swiss
postmark, for special events, has been born:
In due time this same circular postmark undoubtedly will be
seen with a French legend, and possibly even with an Italian
or Romansh one.

For the many cancellation collectors among the AHPS members
an occasional update on post office changes seems advisable --
even though other members sniff at such information . The

latest changes involve the following offices:

New Postcode Number : (all as of May 30, 1983)
''W'ileroltigen: from (old) 3249 to (new) 3207 ; Gurbrü: from
3249 to 3208 ; Tschugg : from 3249 to 3233 ; Vinelz: from 3249
to 3234 ; St. Stephan : from 3771 to 3772;Matten (St.Stephan):
from 3771 to 3773 ; Oeschseite : from 3771 to 3776;
Malix : from 7099 to 7074 ; Vaz/Obervaz: from 7099 to 7082;

Lantsch/Lenz : from 7099 to 7083 ; Brienz GR : from 7099 to 7084:
Sent : from 7551 to 7554 ; Crusch: from 7551 to 7555 ; Ramosch:
from 7551 to 7556 ; Vnà : from 7551 to 7557 ; Tschlin: from
7551 to 7559 . Some of these towns also have publicity cds.

Change of Name and or Postcode 'Number:
7551 Strada im Engadin to (new) Strada7558, as of 5-30-83;
1026 Echandens to 1026 Echandens-Denges ; 3037Stuckishaus to
3037 Herrenschwanden ; both also as of 5-30-83.

New Post Office : 6506 Bellinzona Automobili postali (6-1-83)

"New Postal Acceptance Stations 6746 Nivo (near Lavorgo TI);
as of May 2, 83.

Discontinued Postal Facilities : 7199 Darvella GR (5-29-83);
1349 La Coudre (L'Isle) V5-771-83T.
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